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Born in the Spanish township of Murcia on 17th of Rama╔┐n 561 AH (27th or 28th of 

July 1165 AD) with respectable family roots of Ban┴ ║ayy,1 this unique mystic of Islam, 

Mu╒ammad ibn ‘Al┘ ibn Mu╒ammad ibn al-‘Arab┘ al-║┐’┘ al-╓┐tm┘ is universally known as 

al-Shaykh al-Akbar (The Greatest Master).  

His father, ‘Ali ibn Mu╒ammad served in the Army of Ibn Mardan┘sh, and later 

when Ibn Mardan┘sh died in 1172 AD, he swiftly shifted his allegiance to the Almohad 

Sultan, Ab┴ Ya’q┴b Y┴suf I, and became one of his military advisers. While still a lad of 

eight years the family of Ibn ‘Arab┘ left Murcia and took Seville for their home. In Stephen 

Hartenstein’s words: “Ibn ‘Arab┘ spent his youth age in the most advanced city of that 

time, an atmosphere steeped in the most important ideas – philosophical, scientific and 

religious – of his day. For the young Ibn ‘Arab┘, twelfth century Seville was no doubt the 

equivalent of today’s London, Paris and New York” (Hirtenstein 36). 

EEEEDUCATION DUCATION DUCATION DUCATION     

Ibn ‘Arab┘’s dogmatic and intellectual training began in the cultural and civilized 

centre of Muslim Spain as Seville was known in 578 AH. Most of his teachers mentioned in 

the ij┐za wrote to King al-Mu╘affar were the ‘ulam┐’ of the Almohad era and some of them 

also held the official posts of Q┐╔┘ or Kha═┘b (Addas 97). He was just a young boy when his 

father sent him to the renowned jurist Ab┴ Bakr ibn Khalaf to study Qur’┐n. Ibn ‘Arab┘ 

learnt the recitation of the Qur’┐n from the book of Al-K┐f┘ in the seven different readings 

(qir┐’┐t). The same work was also transmitted to him by another muqr┘, ‘Abd al-Ra╒m┐n 

ibn Gh┐lib ibn al-Sharr┐t (Addas 44). At the age of ten, he was well-versed in the Qira’┐t; 

afterwards he learned the sciences of ╓ad┘th and Fiqh from the famous scholars of the time. 

He studied ╓adith and S┘ra with the mu╒addith ‘Abd al-Ra╒m┐n al-Suhayl┘, who taught him 

                                                 

1 An important Arab tribe of Yemenite origin, related to which was ╓┐tim at-║┐’┘ who was famed 

for his generosity in pre Islamic age.   
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all of his works. He also attended lectures of Q┐╔┘ Ibn Zark┴n, who transmitted to him 

Kit┐b al-Taqa╖╖┘ of Al-Sh┐═ib┘ and issued him an Ij┐za (permission of transmission to others.) 

Later he studied under ‘Abd al-╓aqq al-Azd┘ al-Ishbil┘ his works on ╓ad┘th; these are 

A╒k┐m al-Kubr┐, al-Wu╖═┐ and al-╗ughr┐. In addition to his own works, he also transmitted 

to Ibn ‘Arab┘ the writings of the famous ╙┐hir┘ scholar, Ibn ╓azm al-Andalus┘ (Addas 45). 

The complete list of his teachers and masters can be found in a scholarly certificate Ij┐za 

given to Sultan al-Ashraf al-Mu╘affar, in this document Ibn Arab┘ mentioned 70 of his 

teachers and masters (Ibn ‘Arabi, “Ij┐za li Malik al-Mu╘affar” 7). 

TTTTHE HE HE HE SSSSUFI UFI UFI UFI PPPPATHATHATHATH    

Ibn ‘Arab┘ was about sixteen when he went into seclusion. He himself never 

explicitly mentioned the reasons behind it. Yet the following factors are worth considering:  

There goes a story, heard after 150 years of his death, Ibn ‘Arab┘ was at a dinner 

party which rounded off with wine.  As he took the wine cup to his lips, he heard a voice: 

“O Mu╒ammad, it was not for this that you were created!” (Addas 36). This gave him an 

urge to quit worldly pursuits and to embark upon the search of God.  

Another important cause of this retreat was a vision of the three great Prophets, 

Jesus, Moses and Mu╒ammad (PBUT). Ibn ‘Arab┘ says: “When I turned to this path, it was 

accomplished through a dream-vision (mubashshira) under the guidance of Jesus, Moses and 

Mu╒ammad (PBUT). In it, Jesus urged him to take to asceticism (Zuhd), Moses divulged to 

him that he would get to the infused knowledge called “al-‘ilm al-ludunn┘” and the Prophet 

Mu╒ammad advised him to follow him step by step; “Hold fast to me and you will be safe!” 

(Addas 41). 

As a consequence of this retreat and the spiritual insights granted to him, two things 

seem to have happened: firstly, he began to study Qur’┐n and ╓ad┘th and secondly, Ibn 

‘Arab┘ was sent by his father to meet the great philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroes, 1126-98). 
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The meeting was very significant in the sense that Ibn ‘Arab┘ answered his questions in 

‘Yes’ and ‘No;’ and Ibn Rushd declared: “I myself was of the opinion that such a thing (i.e. 

spiritual knowledge without learning) is possible, but never met anyone who had 

experienced it” (OY: II, 372). 

SSSSPIRITUAL PIRITUAL PIRITUAL PIRITUAL MMMMASTERSASTERSASTERSASTERS    

Ibn ‘Arab┘’s contact with spiritual masters began in Seville. At that time the pursuit 

of the spiritual life normally involved keeping company with many different masters 

instead of only one master. Ibn ‘Arab┘ has described brief biographies of his masters in his 

book R┴╒ al-Quds. Al-‘Uryab┘2 of ‘Ulya3 was one of those masters who visited Seville nearly 

in 1184, and Ibn ‘Arab┘ met him at that stage of his life when he had already embarked on 

the Path. One can call al-‘Uryab┘ as his first teacher (al-murshad al-awwal), a relationship 

which is always of significance in Sufism. Shaykh al ‘Uryab┘ had reached the high spiritual 

state of total servitude (‘ub┴diyya), which in Ibn ‘Arab┘’s eyes surpass all others. Later on 

meetings with his Shaykh transformed Ibn ‘Arab┘’s life so quickly that he wrote in Fut┴╒┐t: 

“While our Shaykh al-‘Uryab┘ was ‘Isaw┘ at the end of his life. I was ‘Isaw┘ at the beginning 

of my life on this path. I was then taken to the states of M┴saw┘ sun illumination. Then I 

was taken to H┴d, and after that to all the Prophets, there after I was taken to Mu╒ammad. 

That was the order for me in this path” (OY: III, 361-2). Some of his masters are: 

1. Ab┴  al-Abb┐s al-‘Uryab┘ 

2. Ab┴  al-╓ajj┐j al-Shubarbul┘ 

3. Ab┴  Ya’q┴b Y┴suf al-K┴m┘ 

                                                 

2 There are two version of his nisba mentioned in the books some says it Al-‘Urayn┘ and other Al-

‘Urayb┘ but the autograph copy of Fut┴h┐t al –Makkiyya and manuscript sources of R┴╒ al-Quds 

clearly mention the nisba as Al-’Urayb┘. 
3 Now a days called Loulé, near Silves in Portugal. 
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4. Ab┴  Ya╒y┐ al-╗anh┐j┘ 

5. Ab┴  ‘Abd All┐h Ibn Qass┴m 

6. Ab┴  ‘Abd All┐h al-Sharaf┘ 

7. Ab┴  ‘Abb┐s al-Kashsh┐b 

8. Ab┴  ‘Imr┐n al-M┘rtul┘  

9. ╗┐li╒ al-‘Adaw┘ 

10. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Mahdaw┘ 

11. ‘Abd All┐h al-Mawr┴r┘ 

12. Ab┴  Madyan al-Ghawth 

Detail about his masters and their relationship with Ibn ‘Arab┘ can be found in R┴╒ 

al-Quds, Durrat al-F┐khira and Fut┴╒┐t al-Makkiyya. 

MMMMEETINGS WITH EETINGS WITH EETINGS WITH EETINGS WITH KKKKHI╕R HI╕R HI╕R HI╕R     

Factually speaking, Shaykh al-‘Uryab┘ initiated Ibn ‘Arab┘’s contact with Khi╔r in 

Seville, when he was only a youth. Ibn ‘Arab┘ says: “I met Khi╔r in Q┴s al-haniyya in 

Seville, and he said to me: “Accept what the Shaykh says!” I immediately turned to the 

Shaykh [‘Uryab┘] and before I spoke he said: “O Mu╒ammad, does that mean that every 

time you contradict me, I will have to ask Khi╔r to instruct you in submission to the 

masters?” I replied: “Master, was that person Khi╔r?” He answered: “Yes!” (I, 331; Addas 

63). That was his first meeting with Khi╔r. Later Ibn ‘Arab┘ met Khi╔r several times. In 

1193 at the age of 28 Ibn ‘Arab┘ visited Tunis and the main intention behind this visit was 

to meet with the great disciples of Ab┴ Madyan, notably ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Mahdaw┘ and Ab┴ 

Mu╒ammad ‘Abdall┐h al-Kin┐n┘. He stayed there for less than a year during which he 

realized the station of pure servant-hood and the Muhammadian inheritance. On return 
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from Tunis, he met Khi╔r for the second time; it happened when he was returning from 

Tunis by boat, on a lunar night he saw a man walking on the water towards him. On 

reaching the boat, Khi╔r stood on the sea and showed him that his feet were still dry. After 

that Khi╔r conversed with Ibn ‘Arab┘ in a language which is peculiar to him (OY: III, 182). 

On reaching Andalusia in late 590 AH, Ibn ‘Arab┘ had his third meeting with 

Khi╔r, this time Khi╔r performed a miracle to provide evidence to a companion of Ibn 

‘Arab┘ who denies the existence of miracles. A common feature of all these meetings with 

Khi╔r was that they took place in the presence of a high rank spiritual master initiating Ibn 

‘Arab┘ into the knowledge of Divine mysteries.   

GGGGREAT VISION IN REAT VISION IN REAT VISION IN REAT VISION IN CCCCORDOBAORDOBAORDOBAORDOBA    

In the year 586, Ibn ‘Arab┘ had a rare vision in Cordoba, in which he met all the 

Prophets from the time of Adam to Mu╒ammad (PBUT) in their spiritual reality. Prophet 

H┴d (AS) spoke to him and explained him the reason for their gathering. We can trace what 

H┴d told him in R┴╒ al-Quds when Ab┴ Mu╒ammad Makhl┴f al-Qab┐’ili – a saint of 

Cordoba – died, the Prophet H┴d said: “We came to visit Ab┴ Mu╒ammad Makhl┴f al-

Qab┐’ili” (Ibn ‘Arab┘, “R┴h al-Quds” 116). According to a tradition among the direct 

disciples of Ibn ‘Arab┘, H┴d (AS) explained that the real reason for their gathering was to 

welcome him (Ibn ‘Arab┘) as the Seal of Muhammadan Sainthood (khatm al-wil┐ya al-

mu╒ammadiyya), the supreme heir (Addas 76). 

Stephen Hartenstein writes in Unlimited Mercifier: “It is from his return from Tunis, 

we find the first evidence of Ibn ‘Arab┘ beginning to write; later in 1194, he wrote one of 

his first major works, Mash┐hid al-Asr┐r al-Qudusiyya (Contemplation of the Holy 

Mysteries) for the companions of al-Mahdaw┘ and perhaps around the same time, in a space 

of four days, also composed the voluminous Tadb┘r┐t al-Il┐hiyya4 (Divine Governance) in 

                                                 

4 We can say that he started writing this work or wrote it in this year but some evidences like the 

name of other later works – i.e. Insha’ al-Daw┐’ir written in 598 according to OY mentioned – in it 
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Mawr┴r (Moron5) for Shaykh Ab┴  Mu╒ammad al-Mawr┴r┘” (Hirtenstein 91). 

IIIIBN BN BN BN ‘A‘A‘A‘ARAB├ IN RAB├ IN RAB├ IN RAB├ IN FFFFEZEZEZEZ    

The next five years were a time when Ibn ‘Arab┘ entered into a different world. 

Having been brought up under the instruction and guidance of various spiritual masters of 

the West, he now came into his own as a Muhammadan heir. As from this point the real 

genius of Ibn ‘Arab┘ began to emerge and he became universal. Shortly after his return to 

Andalusia from North Africa in 1194 AD, Ibn ‘Arab┘’s father died and within a few 

months his mother also died. Now the responsibility of the upbringing of his two young 

sisters fell upon his shoulders. His cousin came to him with the request that he should take 

up his wordly duties, and give up the spiritual life (Hirtenstein 110). It was a time of great 

uncertainty for Seville because of War. The third Sultan, Ab┴ Y┴suf Ya’q┴b al Man╖┴r 

offered him a job but Ibn ‘Arab┘ refused both the job and an offer to marry off his sisters 

and within days he left Seville heading toward Fez, where they settled. 

In Fez Ibn ‘Arab┘ met two men of remarkable spirituality, one of them was a sufi 

Pillar (awt┐d), his name was Ibn Ja’d┴n and the second one known as al-Ashall (literally, 

“the withered” for the reason that he had a withered hand) who was the Pole (qu═b) of his 

time. It was a happy period of his life, where he could utterly dedicate himself to spiritual 

work. In Fez in 593 AH, he entered a new degree of vision in the form of light. In that 

vision, when he was leading a Prayer in the al-Azhar Mosque, he saw a light which was 

more visible than what was in front of him, he says:   

“I lost the sense of behind [or front]. I no longer had a back or the nape of a 

neck. While the vision lasted, I had no sense of direction, as if I had been 

completely spherical (dimensionless).” (II, 486) 

                                                                                                                                                         

supports this argument that Ibn ‘Arab┘ reviewed and amended his works years after they were 

written. 
5 A town near Seville. 
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TTTTHE HE HE HE MMMMIIII’’’’RAJRAJRAJRAJ    

This light vision is a kind of foretaste of his great journey of light; in 594 AH at the 

age of 33, Ibn ‘Arab┘ was taken on one of the most extraordinary journeys of all: the 

ascension (al-mi’r┐j). Ibn ‘Arab┘ wrote a book named Kit┐b al-Isr┐ (Book of the Night 

Journey) immediately after this spiritual experience. Some sections of Fut┴╒┐t and Ris┐lat 

al-Anw┐r (Epistle of Light) also elaborate the hidden meaning of these ascensions. It is quite 

interesting that Ibn ‘Arab┘’s (the Muhammadan heir) ascension is an exact and faithful 

replication of the Prophet Muhammad's ascension; while the Prophet’s ascension took 

place bodily, his ascension was a dream, vision of a heart or the vision of forms. These 

divine events are determining the way forward for his ultimate role as the Seal of 

Muhmmadian Sainthood. Ibn ‘Arab┘ tells us that in 594 AH, in Fez Allah laid bare to him 

its true import and showed him the signs of his function. In al-Fut┴╒┐t al-Makkiyya 

Chapter 43 starts with an open claim to the Seal of Muhammadian Sainthood, he says: 

I am the Seal of Sainthood without any doubt,  شكانٔا ختم الولاية دون                              

by virtue of the inheritance of the Hashimite,                            لورثي الهاشمي مع المسيح 

along with the Messiah (OY: IV, 71; Elmore, “Islamic Sainthood” 56). 

These lines have no possible room for doubt: Ibn ‘Arab┘ is identifying himself 

categorically and explicitly with the Muhammadan Seal like Jesus (AS). 

AAAA    LLLLIFETIME IFETIME IFETIME IFETIME FFFFRIENDRIENDRIENDRIEND    

In Fez 594 AH, ‘Abdall┐h Badr al-Habshi first met Ibn ‘Arab┘ and for the rest of his 

life became a soulemate and a faithful friend, accepting Ibn ‘Arab┘ as his master and guide. 

Al-Shaykh al-Akbar said about him in Fut┴╒┐t:  

“[He is a man] of unadulterated clarity, a pure light, he is a ╓abash┘ named 

‘Abdall┐h, and like a full moon (badr) without eclipse. He acknowledges each 

person’s right and renders it to him; he assigns to each his right, without 
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going further. He has attained the degree of true discrimination. He was 

purified at the time of fusion like pure gold. His word is true, his promise 

sincere” (OY: I, 72; Hirtenstein 123). 

In the year 595 AH Ibn ‘Arab┘ returned to the Iberian Peninsula for the last time 

and it seems he had two intentions: to introduce al-Habash┘ to his friends and masters and 

to depart finally from the land of his birth. In December 595 AH, Ibn ‘Arab┘ was in 

Cordoba, at the funeral of Ibn Rushd, whom once he met some 18 years earlier. When the 

coffin was loaded upon a beast of burden, his works were placed upon the other side to 

counterbalance it. Ibn ‘Arab┘ said the following verse on that day: 

Here the master, there his works –                                       هذا الإمام و هذه أعماله 

Would that I know if his hopes have been fulfilled!        ليت شعري هل أتت آماله يا  

From Cordoba they travelled to Granada and met with ‘Abdall┐h al-Mawr┴r┘ and 

Ab┴ Mu╒ammad al-Shakk┐z. From Granada to Murcia, the town of his birth and stayed 

with an old friend Ab┴ Ahmed Ibn Saydab┴n, a famous disciple of Ab┴ Madyan who at the 

time of their meeting was evidently going through a period of fatra or suspension. They 

travelled again to Almeria, where they spent the month of Ramadan in 595 AH and Ibn 

‘Arab┘ wrote Maw┐qi‘ al-Nuj┴m over a period of eleven nights. Perhaps in Almeria also, he 

started writing ‘Anq┐’ Mughrib where full explanation about the Seal of Saints can be found. 

These were his last days in the West, where he started visiting his masters for the last 

time, and he collected his writings and ensured that he must at least have a single copy of all 

of his works as now he was departing toward the East forever. When he left Andalusia for 

the last time he appeared to have a vision of his future destiny at the shores of the 

Mediterranean as he later told his stepson ╗adr al-d┘n al-Q┴naw┘: 

“I turned towards God with total concentration and in a state of 

contemplation and vigilance that was perfect: God then showed me all of my 

future states, both internal and external, right through to the end of my days. 
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I saw that your father, Is╒┐q ibn Mu╒ammad, would be my companion and 

you as well” (Hirtenstein 127). 

In the year 597 AH/1200 AD, he was in Morocco and took his final leave from his 

master Y┴suf al-K┴m┘, who was living in the village of Salé at that time. This shows that he 

had finally completed his training under the teachers of his early years and was now ready 

to go to a new world. On his way to Marrakesh of that year he entered the Station of 

Proximity (maq┐m al-qurba).   

“I entered this station in the month of Mu╒arram in 597 AH… In joy I began 

to explore it, but on finding absolutely no one else in it, I felt anxiety at the 

solitude. Although I was realized in [this station], but I still did not know its 

name” (II, 261). 

Later Ibn ‘Arab┘ finds Ab┴ ‘Abd al-Ra╒m┐n al-Sulam┘6 in it and he told Ibn ‘Arab┘ that this station is 

called, the station of proximity (maq┐m al-qurba) (Hirtenstein 128). 

VVVVOYAGE TO CENTRE OF EOYAGE TO CENTRE OF EOYAGE TO CENTRE OF EOYAGE TO CENTRE OF EARTHARTHARTHARTH    

Having left behind all the traces of his past, Ibn ‘Arab┘ began his long journey to the 

East from Marrakesh where he had a marvellous vision of the Divine Throne. In that vision, 

he saw the treasures beneath the Throne and the beautiful birds flying about within them. 

One bird greeted Ibn ‘Arab┘, saying that he should take him as his companion to the East. 

This companion was Mu╒ammad al-Ha╖╖┐r of Fez. He started travelling with his friends 

towards the East. After visiting the tombs of his uncle Ya╒y┐ and Ab┴ Madyan in ‘Ubb┐d 

near Tlemcen, he stopped at Bij┐ya (Bougie) during Rama╔┐n and saw a remarkable dream 

about the secrets of letters and stars. He saw himself united like the union in marriage with 

all the stars of heavens, after the stars the letters were given his union, and he united with 

                                                 

6 Famous Sufi and the author of the Tabaq┐t al-Awliya’. who died in 421/1030. 
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all of them (Ibn ‘Arab┘, “Kit┐b al-B┐’” 10-11). This dream was later interpreted as the great 

Divine knowledge which was bestowed upon Ibn ‘Arab┘.  

His next stop was Tunis 598 AH where he happened to see Syakh ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-

Mahdaw┘ whom he had met about six year ago. At the same time he continued writing 

works like Insh┐’ al-Daw┐’ir7 for his friend al-╓abash┘. Resuming his travels, he arrived in 

Cairo in 598 AH/1202 AD where he met his childhood friends, the two brothers, ‘Abdall┐h 

Muhammad al-Khayy┐t and Ab┴ al-Abb┐s A╒mad al-╓arr┐r┘ and stayed at their house in the 

month of Rama╔┐n. That was a period of great devastation, terrible famine and plague for 

Egypt. Perhaps the death of his companion Mu╒ammad al-Ha╖╖┐r was due to this plague. 

Ibn ‘Arab┘ saw this devastation with his own eyes and a passage of R┴h al-Quds tells us that 

when people made light of All┐h’s statutes He imposes the strictures of His Law upon 

them (y┴suf 240). 

Ibn ‘Arab┘ resumed travelling toward Palestine, and his route took him to all the 

major burial places of the great Prophets: Hebron, where Abraham (AS) and other Prophets 

are buried; Jerusalem, the city of David (AS) and the later Prophets; and then Mad┘na, the 

final resting place of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 

PPPPILGRIM AT ILGRIM AT ILGRIM AT ILGRIM AT MMMMAKKAHAKKAHAKKAHAKKAH    

At the end of his long journey he finally arrived at Makkah, the mother of all cities, 

in 598 AH (July 1202 AD). The Makkan period of Ibn ‘Arab┘’s life can be viewed as the 

fulcrum of his earthly existence; he spent 36 years of his life in the West and the upcoming 

36 years in the East, with about 3 years in Makkah in between. This three year period both 

connects and differentiates the two halves of his life. It was in Makkah that he started 

writing the very best of his works Al-Fut┴╒┐t al-Makkiyya, It was in Makkah that his status 

as Seal of Muhammadian sainthood was confirmed in the glorious vision of the Prophet; it 

                                                 

7 Ris┐la Insh┐’ al-Daw┐’ir describes the fundamentals of his metaphysics, discussion about existence 

and nonexistence, manifestation and nonmanifestation and the rank of human being in this world. 
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was in Makkah that he had the dream of the two bricks and his encounter with the Ka‘ba; 

(Hirtenstein 148) it was in Makkah that the love of women was first evoked in his heart by 

the beautiful Ni╘┐m, (Hirtenstein, 149) who became the personification of wisdom and 

beauty. It was in Makkah that he first savoured the pleasures of married life, marrying and 

becoming a father. His first wife was F┐═ima bint Y┴nus and their first son Mu╒ammad 

‘Im┐duddin was probably born in Makkah (Hirtenstein 150). Again it was in Makkah that 

he produced the very best of his works, like the first chapters of Fut┴╒┐t, the R┴╒ al-Quds, 

the T┐j al-Ras┐’il, the ╓ilyat al-Abd┐l and a collections of had┘th quds┘ named “Mishkat al-

Anw┐r”. It is also worth mentioning that in Makkah he met some of the eminent scholars of 

╓ad┘th of his time. Amongst them was Ab┴ Shuj┐’ ╙┐hir bin Rustam, father of the beautiful 

Ni╘┐m and Y┴nus ibn Ya╒y┐ al-╓┐shim┘, who had been a pupil of the great ‘Abd al-Q┐dir al-

J┘l┐n┘ in Baghdad. He not only introduced Ibn ‘Arab┘ to the Prophetic tradition but also 

transmitted to him the teachings of the most famous saint in Egypt in the ninth century, 

Dh┴’l-N┴n al-Mi╖r┘. Y┴nus ibn Ya╒y┐ also invested him in front of the Ka‘ba with the Khirqa 

(Mantle) of ‘Abd al-Q┐dir al-J┘l┐n┘.8 (Ibn ‘Arab┘, “Nasab al-Khirqa”; Elmore “Mantle of 

Initiation” 1-33). It is believed that after wearing this Khirqa Ibn ‘Arab┘ formally joined the 

Qadriyya Tra┘qa. 

VVVVISIONS AT ISIONS AT ISIONS AT ISIONS AT KKKKAAAA‘‘‘‘BABABABA    

Apart from all this, several visions were granted to him in Makkah. The first took 

place at night during his circumambulations of the Ka‘ba when he met a young beautiful 

girl Qurrat al-‘Ayn (Hirtenstein 148). In the second vision, during his circumambulations of 

the Ka‘ba, he met the mysterious figure who had appeared at the beginning of his ascension 

and here at Makkah. He said to Ibn ‘Arab┘, you should circumambulate in my footstep and 

observe me in the light of my moon, so that you may take from my constitution that which 

                                                 

8 A copy of the Mss dated 814, copied from Ibn ‘Arab┘’s hand is present at Ibn ‘Arab┘ Foundation’s 

digital archive. 
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you write in your book and transmit to your readers9 (OY: I, 218). The third vision also 

occurs at Ka‘ba in a spiritual conversation with the ╓aram and the Zamzam stream; Ka‘ba 

ordered him to circumambulate it and the Zamzam told him to drink this pure water but a 

soft refusal made Ka‘ba angry and he took revenge on a cold and rainy night in the year 600 

AH. Shaykh heard the voice of Ka‘ba loud and clear; later in a meditation God taught him 

the lesson and to express this gratitude Ibn ‘Arab┘ composed a collection of letters in 

rhymed prose, entitled the T┐j al-Ras┐’il, in homage to the Ka‘ba. The next vision is also 

related to Ka‘ba, in the year 599 AH in Makkah Ibn ‘Arab┘ saw a dream which confirms 

once again his accession to the office of the Seal of the Muhammadian Sainthood. He saw 

two bricks – one of Gold and the other of Silver – were missing from two rows of the wall 

of Ka‘ba. He says: “In the mean time I was observing that, standing there, I feel without 

doubt that I was these two bricks and these two bricks were me …. And perhaps it is 

through me that God has sealed sainthood”10 (Addas 213). In the year 599 AH during 

circumambulating the Ka‘ba, he encountered the son of Caliph H┐r┴n al-Rash┘d, who had 

been dead for four centuries and was famous for choosing Saturday for work to gather food 

for rest of the week. Ibn ‘Arab┘ asked him: “Who are you?” He replied: “I am al-Sabt┘11 ibn 

H┐r┴n al-Rash┘d.” Later Ibn ‘Arab┘ asked him: “What was the reason of choosing Saturday 

for work?” He replied: “As God has made this universe in six days from Sunday to Friday, 

                                                 

9 That book was al-Fut┴h┐t al-Makkiyya, a faithful transcription of all the things he was allowed to 

contemplate on that particular day in the form of the Spirit he encountered. It has been claimed by 

Ibn ‘Arab┘ that in the Fut┴h┐t, the content of the message and the form of its presentation has been 

determined by Divine Inspiration. Regarding Chapter 88 he writes that: “it would have been 

preferable to place this chapter before the one I wrote on the ritual acts of worship, but it was not of 

my choosing” (II, 163). 
10 Addas says that to understand we need to remember that 599 was the year when Shaykh Akbar 

entered in the 40th year of his life which is quite similar to Prophet Mu╒ammad, as he received his 

first revelation in the 40th year of his life (213). 
11 Ibn ‘Arab┘ explained his name to be called al-Sabt┘ because he worked only on Saturday (al-Sabt) to 

gather food for the rest of the week. 
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and he rested on Saturday, so I, as His servant worked on Saturday and devoted myself to 

worshiping Lord for the rest of the week.” In another glorious vision at Ka‘ba Ibn ‘Arab┘ 

saw his forefathers and asked one of them his time, he replied he had been dead around 

forty thousand years ago. Finally, at Ka‘ba, behind the wall of Hanbalites, Ibn ‘Arab┘ was 

granted the privilege of being able to join a meeting of the seven Abd┐l (Addas 216). 

CCCCOUNSEL MY OUNSEL MY OUNSEL MY OUNSEL MY SSSSERVANTSERVANTSERVANTSERVANTS    

The message was clear and it was from God; in a passage of Kitab al-Mubashshir┐t12 

Ibn ‘Arab┘ admits that one evening in Makkah he experienced a brief spell of despondency 

on the face of his disciples, he thought of leaving all counselling, abandon men to their fate 

and to devote his future efforts to himself alone as those who truly enter the Path are rare. 

On the same night, he saw himself in dream facing God on the Day of Judgment. In that 

dream, He said: “I was standing in front of my Lord, head lowered and fearing that He 

would punish me for my short comings but he said to me: “Servant of Mine, fear nothing! 

All I ask of you is that you should counsel My servants” (Addas 218). Faithful to this 

assurance he would spend the rest of his life giving advice to people from all walks of life, 

direct disciples, religious authorities and political rulers. This vision probably occurred in 

the year 600 AH at Makkah, as the very first page of the R┴╒ al-Quds, written following this 

revelational order mentions it vividly. According to Osman Yahia; Ibn ‘Arab┘ produced 50 

of his works after this Divine order, some of which are short epistles of less than 10 pages 

but all of these are rooted in the Divine order: “Counsel My servants.” 

JJJJOURNEYS TO THE OURNEYS TO THE OURNEYS TO THE OURNEYS TO THE NNNNORTHORTHORTHORTH    

Ibn Arab┘’s life, spanning between 600 to 617 AH is full of journeys, he frequently 

kept crossing and re-crossing Syria, Palestine, Anatolia, Egypt, Iraq and the ╓ij┐z, yet this 

                                                 

12 A short work about glad tidings and visions that Ibn ‘Arab┘ had in dreams.  
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physical activity stood in no way in his spiritual pursuits and obligations. The two 

dimension activity had indeed the same spiritual provenance and was motivated by the 

sublime purpose of higher life unrelated to egocentricity. The year 600 AH witnessed a 

meeting between Ibn Arabi and Shaykh Majdudd┘n Is╒┐q ibn Y┴suf, a native of Malatya and 

a man of great standing at the Seljuk court. This time Ibn ‘Arab┘ was travelling north; first 

they visited the city of the Prophet Mu╒ammad (PBUH) and in 601 AH they entered 

Baghdad. This visit besides other benefits offered him a chance to meet the direct disciples 

of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q┐dir J┘l┐n┘. Shaykh al-Akbar stayed there only for 12 days because he 

wanted to visit Mosul to see his friend ‘Al┘ ibn ‘Abdall┐h ibn J┐mi’, a disciple of Qa╔┘b al-

B┐n. There he  spent the month of Rama╔an and composed Tanazzul┐t al-Maw╖iliyya, Kit┐b 

al-Jal┐l wa’l-Jam┐l and Kunh m┐ l┐ Budda lil-Mur┘dMinhu (Hirtenstein 176). Here he was 

invested with the khirqa of Khi╔r (AS), transmitted to him by ‘Al┘ ibn ‘Abdall┐h ibn J┐mi’. 

Later the group travelled north and arrived at Malatya, Majdudd┘n’s hometown and then to 

Konya. In Konya Ibn ‘Arab┘ met with Aw╒adudd┘n ╓am┘d Kirm┐n┘, who became his friend 

like Majdudd┘n. He transmitted to Ibn ‘Arab┘ teachings and stories of the many great 

spiritual masters of the East. Over the next 20 years Ibn ‘Arab┘ and Kirm┐n┘ remained close 

friends and companions (Hirtenstein 179). 

 After spending 9 months in Konya, he returned to Malatya where Kayk┐’┴s, one of 

the Kaykhusraw’s sons, had been made ruler of Malatya. Majdudd┘n was appointed as his 

tutor and Ibn ‘Arab┘ also became involved in the young prince’s education. 

RRRRETURN TO ETURN TO ETURN TO ETURN TO SSSSOUTHOUTHOUTHOUTH    

In the year 602 AH he visited Jerusalem, Makkah and Egypt. It was his first time 

that he passed through Syria, visiting Aleppo and Damascus. In Jerusalem, he continued 

writing, and 5 more works were completed. These are: Kit┐b al-B┐’, Ish┐r┐t al-Qur’┐n. In 

May 602  AH he visited Hebron, where he wrote Kit┐b al-Yaq┘n at Masj┘d al-Yaq┘n near the 

tomb of Prophet Ibr┐h┘m (AS) (Y┴suf 307). The following year he headed toward Cairo, 
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staying there with his old Andalusian friends , including Ab┴ al-‘Abb┐s al-╓arr┐r, his 

brother Mu╒ammad al-Khayy┐t and ‘Abdall┐h al-Mawr┴r┘. In Cairo R┴╒ al-Quds and Kit┐b 

Ayy┐m al-Sha’n were read again before Ibn ‘Arab┘, with the reader  this time being a young 

man named Ism┐’il ibn Sawdak┘n al-N┴r┘ (Y┴suf 309). Like Badr al-╓abash┘, Ibn Sawdak┘n 

attached himself to Ibn ‘Arab┘ forever. He left value-oriented commentaries on the works of 

Ibn ‘Arab┘ notably Mash┐hid al-Asr┐r, Kit┐b al-Isr┐’ and the Kit┐b al-Tajalliy┐t. His house in 

Aleppo was often used for the reading of Ibn ‘Arab┘’s works over the next 40 years (Y┴suf 

311). 

Later in 604 AH he returned to Makkah where he continued to study and write, 

spending his time with his friend Ab┴ Shuj┐ bin Rustem and family, including the beautiful 

Ni╘┐m (II, 376; Hirtenstein 181). The next 4 to 5 years of Ibn ‘Arab┘’s life were spent in 

these lands and he also kept travelling and holding the reading sessions of his works in his 

own presence.   

BBBBAGHDADAGHDADAGHDADAGHDAD,,,,    CITY OF THE CITY OF THE CITY OF THE CITY OF THE SSSSAINTAINTAINTAINTSSSS    

In the year 608 we find him in Baghdad with his friend Majdudd┘n Is╒┐q and there 

he met the famous historian Ibn al-Dubayth┘ and his disciple Ibn al-Najj┐r. In Baghdad, he 

had a terrifying vision regarding the Divine deception (makr), In which he saw the gates of 

heaven open and the treasures of Divine deception fell like rain on everyone. He awoke 

terrified and looked for a way of being safe from these deceptions. The only safe way he 

found is by knowing the balance of the Divine law.  

According to Osman Yahia in Baghdad Ibn ‘Arab┘ met with the famous Sufi 

Shih┐budd┘n Suharward┘ (d. 632), author of the ‘Aw┐rif al-ma’┐rif who was personal advisor 

to Caliph al-N┐╖ir. In this meeting, they stayed together for a while, with lowered heads and 

departed without exchanging a single word. Later Ibn ‘Arab┘ said about Suharward┘: “He is 

impregnated with the Sunna from tip to toe” and Suharward┘ said about Ibn ‘Arab┘: “He is 

an ocean of essential truths (ba╒r al-╓aq┐iq).  
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TTTTARJUM└N ALARJUM└N ALARJUM└N ALARJUM└N AL----AAAASHW└QSHW└QSHW└QSHW└Q    

 In the year 611 he was again in Makkah, where his friend Ab┴ Shuj┐ had died two 

years before. Ibn ‘Arab┘ performed ╓ajj and started compilation of his most famous poetic 

work the Tarjum┐n al-Ashw┐q. After ╓ajj Ibn ‘Arab┘ left Makkah, travelling north towards 

the Roman lands, probably Konya or Malatya and in the year 610/611 he returned to 

Aleppo. In Aleppo this work caused uproar and consternation in certain quarters, since he 

came under the blame of writing erotic verses under the cover of poetic allusions. The 

jurists from Allepo severely criticized the claim that this poetry was a mystical or expresses 

Divine realities, which made his disciples very upset. Later on the request of his two 

disciples, Ibn Sawdak┘n and Badr al-╓abash┘ he wrote a commentary on these poems by the 

title of “Dhakh┐’ir al-A’l┐q” in a great hurry. It was completed in Anatolia in 612. When the 

jurists heard this commentary, they felt sorry for unjustly exposing Ibn ‘Arab┘ to scathing 

criticism (Y┴suf 335). 

IIIIN N N N SSSSIVAS AND IVAS AND IVAS AND IVAS AND MMMMALATYAALATYAALATYAALATYA    

The period of extensive travelling came to an end and for the next few years he 

seems to have made his home in the Seljuk Kingdom. In the year 612 AH, at Sivas he had a 

vision anticipating Kayk┐’┴s victory at Antioch over the Franks. He wrote a poem in which 

he enlightened the Sultan of the vision and his future victory. Later Ibn ‘Arab┘ returned to 

Malatya and according to Stephen Hartenstein he met Bah┐’udd┘n Walad, father of the 

famous Persian Poet Jallaludd┘n R┴m┘. the famous Persian poet of that time. Little R┴m┘ 

was with his father and after the meeting when Bah┐’udd┘n left with his son tagging along 

behind him, Shaykh al-Akbar said: “What an extraordinary sight, a sea followed by an 

ocean!” (Hirtenstein 188). 

His reading and writings continued in Malatya, where in 615 AH, we find hearings 

of R┴╒ al-Quds, finalization of The Tarjum┐n al-Ashw┐q and compilation of a short epistle 

on the technical terms of Sufism: the I╖═il┐h┐t al-╖┴fiyya. The year 617 was the year of 
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mourning for him as he lost one of his best friends Majdudd┘n Is╒┐q, Ibn ‘Arab┘ took charge 

of the upbringing of the young ╗adrudd┘n and married the widow as it was necessary 

according to the customs of the time. (Hirtenstein 189). Lastly his close companion and 

valet, friend and fellow, traveller on the way of God Badr al-╓abash┘ died.   

DDDDAMASCUSAMASCUSAMASCUSAMASCUS,,,,    THE LAST DAYSTHE LAST DAYSTHE LAST DAYSTHE LAST DAYS    

After criss-crossing the east for a period of 20 years Ibn ‘Arab┘ now decided to settle 

in Syria and spent the last 17 years of his life in Damascus, the city was already known 

quite well to him, he had several contacts with leading notables there. He was greeted in 

Damascus as a spiritual master and a spacious house was provided to him by the Grand 

Qadi of the town Ibn Zak┘. In Damascus, he devoted himself to writing and teaching to 

fulfil the commandment of his Lord: “Counsel My servants.” The first thing he did was to 

collect and disseminate the works which had already been written, copies were made and 

reading sessions took place in his house. Kit┐b al-Tajalliy┐t was one of these first books to 

record such a certificate (sima‘) in the presence of his disciple Ibn Sawdak┘n. In the year 621 

AH eight more works bore these hearing certificates, among these were: Kit┐b al-Yaq┘n, Al-

Maqsid al-Asmá, Kit┐b al-M┘m wal-W┐w wal-Nun, Maf┐t┘h al-Ghay┴b and Kit┐b al-╓aqq. At 

the same time, Ibn ‘Arab┘ devoted his attention to complete the lengthy Fut┴╒┐t, many 

volumes of this book came into being in this period. 

During this period of his life, he imparted direct instructions to many of his 

disciples including ╗adrudd┘n al-Q┴naw┘. He brought up alongside Ibn ‘Arab┘ own family 

in Malatya and after the death of his real father Q┴naw┘ joined Shaykh al-Akbar in 

Damascus. He accompanied and served Kirm┐n┘ on his travels in Egypt, Hijaz and Iran. In 

his private collection ╗adrudd┘n wrote that he had studied 10 works of Ibn ‘Arab┘ under 

him and later Ibn ‘Arab┘ gave him a certificate to freely relate them on his authority. He 

studied and discussed with Ibn ‘Arab┘ no less than 40 works, including the whole text of 

Fut┴╒┐t in 20 volumes.   
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VVVVISONS AT ISONS AT ISONS AT ISONS AT DDDDAMASCUSAMASCUSAMASCUSAMASCUS    

Ibn ‘Arab┘ had several visions of the Prophet Mu╒ammad (PBUH) at Damascus. In 

624 AH he had been told by the Messenger of Allah that angles are superior to men. In the 

same year, he had another discussion with the Prophet, this time Prophet replied to him 

regarding the resurrection of animals: “Animals will not be resurrected on the Day of 

Judgement.” (I, 527; Addas 275) In the third vision he was ordered by the Prophet to write a 

poem in favour of al-An╖┐r. In this vision Ibn ‘Arab┘ was informed that his mother was 

from al-An╖┐r’s tribe (I, 267). In the fourth vision, at the end of Mu╒arram 627 AH the 

Prophet came to him once again and handed him the book Fu╖┴╖ al-╓ikam (The Bezels of 

Wisdoms). Ibn ‘Arab┘ started writing this book with all the purity of his intentions and his 

deepest aspirations. He said: “I state nothing that has not been projected toward me; I write 

nothing except what has been inspired in me. I am not a Prophet nor a Messenger but 

simply an inheritor; and I labour for my future life” (Ibn ‘Arab┘, “Fu╖┴╖ al-╓ikam” 47). In 

the same year just over two months after receiving the book of the Fu╖┴╖ he had a vision of 

Divine Ipseity, it’s exterior and interior which he had not seen before in any of his 

witnessings.  

TTTTHE HE HE HE FFFFUTUHAT ALUTUHAT ALUTUHAT ALUTUHAT AL----MMMMAKKIYYAAKKIYYAAKKIYYAAKKIYYA    

In 629 AH the first draft of al-Fut┴╒┐t al-Makkiyya was completed. The book has 

hundreds of manuscript in various libraries of the world, the most important of them is the 

manuscript of Konya, written by its author. This book had taken the best part of his thirty 

years and Ibn ‘Arab┘ dedicated it to his eldest son, ‘Im┐dudd┘n Mu╒ammad. It contains 560 

chapters of esoteric knowledge and is truly the encyclopaedia of Islamic Sufism. The book 

is divided into six sections and these are:  

13. Spiritual Knowledge  (al-ma‘┐rif) 

14. Spiritual Behaviour (al-ma‘l┴m┐t)  
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15. Spiritual States (al-a╒w┐l)  

16. Spiritual Abodes (al-man┐zil)  

17. Spiritual Encounters (al-mun┐zal┐t) 

18. Spiritual Stations (al-maq┐m┐t)  

Chapter 559 contains the mysteries and secrets of all the chapters of the book, so we 

can say that it is like a summary of the whole Fut┴╒┐t. In the 48th chapter of the Fut┴h┐t, he 

says that the content of the message and the form of its presentation have been determined 

by Divine Inspiration. 

Three years later in 632 AH, on the first of Mu╒arram, Ibn ‘Arab┘ embarked on a 

second draft of the Fut┴╒┐t; this he explained, included a number of additions and a 

number of deletions as compared with the previous draft. This revision completed in the 

year 636 (Addas 286). After completion of this 2nd draft, he started teaching it to his 

disciples. Dr. Osman Yahia has mentioned hundreds of these hearings or public readings 

that occur between the year 633 AH and 638 AH. These hearings show that the Fut┴╒┐t 

was a primary document of his concepts and was widespread in his life in comparison with 

the Fu╖┴╖ al-Hikam, which has only one Sam┐’ given to only ╗adrudd┘n al-Q┴naw┘.   

DDDDEATH  EATH  EATH  EATH      

Finally on 22 Rab┘‘ al-Th┐n┘ 638 AH at the age of seventy-five, Ibn ‘Arab┘’s 

terrestrial life came to an end. He was present at the house of Qa╔┘ Ibn Zak┘ at the time of 

death, Jam┐ludd┘n ibn ‘Abd al-Kh┐liq, ‘Im┐d Ibn Na╒╒┐s and his son ‘Im┐dudd┘n performed 

his funeral rites. He was buried in the family tomb of the Ban┴ Zak┘ in the small beautiful 

district of ╗┐li╒iyya at Jabal Q┐siy┴n. 
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MMMMAJOR AJOR AJOR AJOR WWWWORKS OF ORKS OF ORKS OF ORKS OF IIIIBN BN BN BN ‘A‘A‘A‘ARABRABRABRAB├├├├    

Ibn 'Arab┘ wrote at least 350 works, ranging from the enormous al-Fut┴╒┐t al-

Makkiyya, which fills thousands of pages of Arabic, to innumerable small treatises no more 

than a few pages long. Verification of these works as Ibn ‘Arab┘’s works is still an ongoing 

process which started when the shaykh first wrote an Ij┐za for Sultan Al-Ashraf al-Mu╘affar, 

and a booklist; the Fihrist al-Mu’allaf┐t. These two documents contain lists of his works. 

The Ij┐za was a teaching certificate in which Ibn ‘Arab┘ listed 290 works alongside 70 of his 

spiritual teachers. According to Osman Yahia, who compiled the first detailed study of 

Ibn’Arab┘’s works in 1964 AD, there are 317 works cited by Ibn ‘Arab┘ in his books of 

which only one-third are known in manuscript form at present. Now 40 years later in Ibn 

‘Arab┘ Society, Stephen Hirtenstein and Jane Clark has successfully completed the first 

phase of the MIAS archiving project, which has the aim of creating an online catalogue for 

the historic manuscripts of Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi and his school. The catalogue builds on 

the pioneering work of Osman Yahia in the 1960s, and seeks to establish the real corpus of 

Ibn 'Arabi's writings that has survived. In so doing, it will provide a solid and 

comprehensive basis for future researchers by clarifying those works written by Ibn 'Arabi, 

resolving the many anomalies in Osman Yahia's work, and including new manuscripts 

which have come to light in the last 50 years and research done by various scholars in the 

field. Their findings have substantially reduced the verified no of works written by Ibn 

‘Arab┘ and are present in manuscripts form in different libraries of the world. They says: 

“As regards the updating of the bibliography, Osman Yahia identified 841 works by Ibn 

'Arabi, many of them without a surviving manuscript (and several scholars have used his 

listings to claim that he wrote 300–700 works). Our figures for the different categories listed 

above, based upon the 1580 Ibn 'Arabi manuscripts that we have investigated, are as follows: 

Verified: 83 

Probable: 12 

Unverified: 66 
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Not by Ibn 'Arabi: 79 

Extracts: 33 

Commentaries: 26 

Osman Yahia duplicates: 28 

It hardly needs saying that this constitutes a radical amendment to current 

conceptions of Ibn 'Arabi's output and surviving corpus” (MIAS Archiving Project Report 

2009). This present selection of the Shaykh’s works has been arranged under short titles and 

in approximate chronological order for benefits of the reader. Although some of the works 

took many years to write and some were rewritten. (Hirtenstein 267-272) 

MashMashMashMash┐┐┐┐hid alhid alhid alhid al----AAAAsrsrsrsr┐┐┐┐r alr alr alr al----QQQQudsiyyudsiyyudsiyyudsiyyaaaa    (Contemplations of the Holy Mysteries)(Contemplations of the Holy Mysteries)(Contemplations of the Holy Mysteries)(Contemplations of the Holy Mysteries)    

Written in 590 AH/1194 AD, it is dedicated to the disciples of Shaykh 'Abd al-'Az┘z 

al-Mahdaw┘ and to his paternal cousin, 'Ali b. al-'Arab┘. It describes a succession of fourteen 

contemplations in the form of dialogues with God. 

AIAIAIAI----TadbirTadbirTadbirTadbir┐┐┐┐t alt alt alt al----IIIIlahiyyalahiyyalahiyyalahiyya    (Divine Government)(Divine Government)(Divine Government)(Divine Government)    

Written in the space of four days while staying with Shaykh al-Mawr┴r┘ in Moron 

(Andalusia), this work describes the government of the human empire as the microcosm 

which summarises the macrocosm. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----IsrIsrIsrIsr┐┐┐┐''''    (The Book of the Night(The Book of the Night(The Book of the Night(The Book of the Night----Journey)Journey)Journey)Journey)    

Written after a great visionary experience in Fez in 594 AH. It describes in rhymed 

prose Ibn ‘Arab┘’s mystical ascension, encountering the spiritual realities of the Prophets in 

the seven heavens and being brought to the fullest realization of his own reality.  
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MawMawMawMaw┐┐┐┐qi' alqi' alqi' alqi' al----NNNNujujujuj┴┴┴┴mmmm    (Settings of the Stars)(Settings of the Stars)(Settings of the Stars)(Settings of the Stars)    

Written in eleven days at Almeria in Ramadan 595, for his companion and disciple 

Badr al-╓abash┘, it explains what all spiritual masters need to teach, in fact the teachers 

need it. It includes a detailed discussion of how all the faculties and organs of man 

participate in Divine praise. 

'Anq'Anq'Anq'Anq┐┐┐┐' Mughrib' Mughrib' Mughrib' Mughrib    (The Fabulous Gryphon of the West) (The Fabulous Gryphon of the West) (The Fabulous Gryphon of the West) (The Fabulous Gryphon of the West)     

This work was written around 595 during his final year in Spain. It describes in 

rhymed prose the meaning of the station of the Ma╒d┘ and the Seal of the Saints, and the 

rank of the Muhammadian Reality.  

InshInshInshInsh┐┐┐┐' al' al' al' al----DDDDawawawaw┐┐┐┐'ir'ir'ir'ir    (The Description of the Encompassing Circles)(The Description of the Encompassing Circles)(The Description of the Encompassing Circles)(The Description of the Encompassing Circles)    

It was written in 598 in Tunis for Badr al-╓abash┘. It describes the fundamentals of 

his metaphysics, discussing existence and non-existence, manifestation and non-

manifestation, and the rank of the human being in the world, using diagrams and tables.  

MishMishMishMishkat alkat alkat alkat al----AAAAnwarnwarnwarnwar    (The Niche of Lights)(The Niche of Lights)(The Niche of Lights)(The Niche of Lights)    

Composed throughout the year 599 in Makkah, it comprises a collection of 101 

╒ad┘th qudsi (Divine sayings). The work itself conforms to the tradition that recommends 

the practice of preserving 40 had┘ths for the community. 

╓╓╓╓ilyat alilyat alilyat alilyat al----AbdAbdAbdAbd┐┐┐┐llll    (The Adornment of the Substitutes)(The Adornment of the Substitutes)(The Adornment of the Substitutes)(The Adornment of the Substitutes)    

Written in 1203 (599) in the space of an hour during a visit to Ta'if, for Badr al-

╓abash┘, it describes the four corner-stones of the Way: seclusion, silence, hunger and 

wakefulness. 
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RRRR┴╒┴╒┴╒┴╒    alalalal----QQQQudsudsudsuds    (The Tr(The Tr(The Tr(The Treatise of the Spirit of Holiness)eatise of the Spirit of Holiness)eatise of the Spirit of Holiness)eatise of the Spirit of Holiness)    

Written in 600 in Makkah for Shaykh al-Mahdaw┘, it is one of the best sources for our 

knowledge of Ibn 'Arab┘’s life in Andalusia and the people he knew. It contains three 

sections: a complaint about the lack of comprehension of many people practicing the Sufi 

Way, a series of biographical sketches of some fifty-five Sufis in the West and a discussion of 

difficulties and obstacles encountered on the Way. 

TTTT┐┐┐┐j alj alj alj al----RRRRasasasas┐┐┐┐'il'il'il'il    (The Crown of Epistles)(The Crown of Epistles)(The Crown of Epistles)(The Crown of Epistles)    

Written in 600 in Makkah, it consists of eight love letters composed for the Ka‘ba, 

each one corresponding to a self-disclosure (Tajall┘) of a Divine Name which appeared in the 

course of the ritual circumambulations.  

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----Alif,  KitAlif,  KitAlif,  KitAlif,  Kit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----BBBB┐┐┐┐', Kit', Kit', Kit', Kit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----YYYY┐┐┐┐''''    

A series of short works, using an alphabetical numbering system, begun in 

Jerusalem in 601 and composed over three years or more. They discuss a range of different 

Divine principles, such as Oneness Compassion and Light. 

TanazzulTanazzulTanazzulTanazzul┐┐┐┐t alt alt alt al----MawMawMawMaw╖╖╖╖iliyyailiyyailiyyailiyya    (Descents of Revelation at(Descents of Revelation at(Descents of Revelation at(Descents of Revelation at    Mosul)Mosul)Mosul)Mosul)    

Written in April 601 in Mosul, it describes the esoteric secrets of the acts of worship 

in terms of ablution and Prayer, and how each phase of this everyday ritual is imbued with 

meaning. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----JalJalJalJal┐┐┐┐l wa'Il wa'Il wa'Il wa'I----JamJamJamJam┐┐┐┐llll    (The Book of Majesty and Beauty)(The Book of Majesty and Beauty)(The Book of Majesty and Beauty)(The Book of Majesty and Beauty)    

Written in the space of one day in 601 in Mosul, it discusses various Quranic verses 

in terms of two apparently opposing aspects, Majesty and Beauty. 
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KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b Kunh mb Kunh mb Kunh mb Kunh m┐┐┐┐    llll┐┐┐┐    BBBBudda liludda liludda liludda lil----MMMMurururur┘┘┘┘d minhud minhud minhud minhu    (What is Essential for the Seeker)(What is Essential for the Seeker)(What is Essential for the Seeker)(What is Essential for the Seeker)    

Also written in April/May 601 AH/1205 AD in Mosul, it outlines the essential 

practices for someone embarking on the spiritual Way, in terms of holding fast to the Unity 

of God, having faith in what the Messengers have brought, practising dhikr, finding a true 

spiritual teacher, etc. 

RisRisRisRis┐┐┐┐lat allat allat allat al----AnwAnwAnwAnw┐┐┐┐rrrr    (Treatise of Lights)(Treatise of Lights)(Treatise of Lights)(Treatise of Lights)    

Written in 602 in Konya in answer to a request from a friend and companion that he 

should explain the journey of ascension to the Lord of Power and return to creatures. It 

describes the spiritual quest in terms of a non-stop ascension through the various levels of 

existence and knowledge, leading to the level of human perfection. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b Ayyb Ayyb Ayyb Ayy┐┐┐┐m alm alm alm al----SSSSha'nha'nha'nha'n    (The Days of God's Work)(The Days of God's Work)(The Days of God's Work)(The Days of God's Work)    

Composed sometime around or before 603 AH, this work is a meditation on the 

structure of Time and the ways in which the hours and days of the week interrelate. It is 

founded on the Quranic verse "Everyday God is at work." [55:29] 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----TajalliyTajalliyTajalliyTajalliy┐┐┐┐tttt    (The Book of Self(The Book of Self(The Book of Self(The Book of Self----disclosures)disclosures)disclosures)disclosures)    

Written sometime before 606 AH in Aleppo, it describes a series of self-disclosures 

on subjects such as Perfection, Generosity and Compassion, based on insights into the 

second Sura of the Qur’┐n. These visions often involve dialogues with deceased saints such 

as Hallaj, Junayd or Sahl al- Tustar┘. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----FanFanFanFan┐┐┐┐' fi'1' fi'1' fi'1' fi'1----MMMMushushushush┐┐┐┐hadahadahadahada    (The Book of Annihilation in witnessing)(The Book of Annihilation in witnessing)(The Book of Annihilation in witnessing)(The Book of Annihilation in witnessing)    

Written in Baghdad, probably during his second stay there in 608 AH, it is an 

extended meditation on the ninety-eighth Sura, describing the experience of mystical vision 

and the difference between people of real knowledge and people of intellect. 
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TarjumTarjumTarjumTarjum┐┐┐┐n aln aln aln al----AAAAshwshwshwshw┐┐┐┐qqqq    (Interpreter of Ardent Desires)(Interpreter of Ardent Desires)(Interpreter of Ardent Desires)(Interpreter of Ardent Desires)    

Compiled in Ramadan 611 AH in Makkah, although written over a longer period, 

with a subsequent commentary composed later in the same year in Aleppo, it comprises 

sixty-one love-poems dedicated to the person of Ni╘┐m, alluding to the real secrets of 

mystical love and prophetic inheritance.   

IIII╖═╖═╖═╖═ilahilahilahilah┐┐┐┐t alt alt alt al----╗┴╗┴╗┴╗┴fiyyafiyyafiyyafiyya    (Sufi Technical Terms)(Sufi Technical Terms)(Sufi Technical Terms)(Sufi Technical Terms)    

Written in Malatya 615 AH is an answer to a request from a dear friend and 

companion. It consists of 199 brief definitions of the most important expressions in 

common use amongst the people of God. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b alb alb alb al----IsfIsfIsfIsf┐┐┐┐rrrr    (The Unveiling of the Effects of Journeying)(The Unveiling of the Effects of Journeying)(The Unveiling of the Effects of Journeying)(The Unveiling of the Effects of Journeying)    

This work is a meditation on the meaning of the spiritual journey in general and the 

journeys of the Prophets in particular. These journeys are without end, in this world and 

the next, and are described as "a reminder of what is within you and in your possession that 

you have forgotten". 

Kitab alKitab alKitab alKitab al----'Ab'Ab'Ab'Ab┐┐┐┐didididilahlahlahlah    (The Book of the Servants of God)(The Book of the Servants of God)(The Book of the Servants of God)(The Book of the Servants of God)    

Written sometime before 626 AH, probably in Damascus, it consists of 117 sections 

devoted to individuals called 'Abd Allah, the work conforms to a ╓ad┘th that man possesses 

117 characteristics, and explains the realisation of these characteristics in terms of Divine 

Names. 

FuFuFuFu╖┴╖╖┴╖╖┴╖╖┴╖    alalalal----╓╓╓╓ikamikamikamikam    (Bezels of the Wisdoms)(Bezels of the Wisdoms)(Bezels of the Wisdoms)(Bezels of the Wisdoms)    

Written sometime after a vision of the Prophet in 627 AH in Damascus, and in 

accord with his (the Prophet's) order that it be written. Considered to be the quintessence 

of Ibn 'Arab┘'s spiritual teaching, it comprises twenty-seven chapters, each dedicated to the 
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spiritual meaning and wisdom of a particular Prophet. The twenty-seven Prophets, 

beginning with Adam and ending with Muhammad, are like the settings of a ring, holding 

the Bizels of Wisdom, and represent all the different communities of humankind, under the 

spiritual jurisdiction of Muhammad, their Seal. 

KitKitKitKit┐┐┐┐b Nasab alb Nasab alb Nasab alb Nasab al----KKKKhirqahirqahirqahirqa    (The Line of the Mantle of Initiation)(The Line of the Mantle of Initiation)(The Line of the Mantle of Initiation)(The Line of the Mantle of Initiation)    

It describes his own spiritual affiliation and how he has been awarded the mantle of 

Sufism in the different orders of Tasawwuf. 

AlAlAlAl----DDDD┘┘┘┘wwww┐┐┐┐n aln aln aln al----KabKabKabKab┘┘┘┘rrrr    (The great Diwan)(The great Diwan)(The great Diwan)(The great Diwan)    

Written over a period of many years, it consists of vast collections of poems he had 

written. 

AlAlAlAl----FutFutFutFut┴┴┴┴hhhh┐┐┐┐t alt alt alt al----MakkiyyaMakkiyyaMakkiyyaMakkiyya    (Makkan illuminat(Makkan illuminat(Makkan illuminat(Makkan illuminations)ions)ions)ions)    

His magnum opus, begun in Makkah in 598 AH and completed its first draft in 20 

manuscripts volume in 629 AH. A second draft of 36 volumes was completed in 636 AH. It 

contains 560 chapters in six sections, and it was evidently intended as a kind of 

encyclopaedia of Islamic Spirituality. 
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